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likely that further studies will find that different taxa of EVs produce
different types of regulatory cargo, which may make these vesicles

more or less effective depending on their targets. The best
characterized example of cell-type specific EV release of regulatory

cargo comes from malaria where the same mosquito-produced
parasite vesicles, called *P. berghei* ookinetes, are found to be
highly effective in early ookinete invasion of mosquito RBC, but

display much reduced transmissibility when transferred to human
RBC ([@bib22]; [@bib4]). The same is true for *P. falciparum*

ookinetes that produce *in vitro* ring-stage parasites with different
levels of host cell invasion capacity ([@bib23]). The population of EVs

from the different ookinete stages (round, elongate and branched)
can be mixed prior to transfer to human or mosquito RBC, suggesting

that they are produced simultaneously. However, the individual
vesicles may carry specific cargo from the respective ookinete stage

as demonstrated by their differential sensitivity to ribonuclease
treatment and differences in the regulatory cargo they deliver

([@bib4
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bronchial effects
of pulmonary

rehabilitation: a
controlled study.
In patients with

chronic
obstructive
pulmonary
disease,

pulmonary
rehabilitation has

been shown to
improve exercise

capacity and
reduce
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breathlessness.
We investigated

whether the
bronchodilating

effect of exercise
depends on the

presence of
dynamic

obstruction, or
vice versa. The

procedure
involved

randomization
into 1 of 2 groups.

The dynamic
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group received
saline inhalation,
and the control
group received

inhalation of
bronchodilators.

The 2 groups then
received isotonic
exercise (greater
than or equal to
20% of predicted
maximal oxygen

uptake), with
inhalation of

saline or
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bronchodilators as
described. After

the exercise trial,
albuterol was

administered only
to the dynamic
group, whereas
ipratropium was

administered only
to the control

group. At
baseline, there

were no
differences

between the 2
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groups in terms of
ventilatory

pattern, exercise
performance, or v

entilation-
perfusion
mismatch.

However, only 10
of 14 dynamic
patients had

dynamic
obstruction, as
assessed by a

difference in the
functional residual
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capacity between
spirometric and
single-breath

nitrogen washout
techniques.
Significant

reduction in
airflow

obstruction was
observed during
the exercise trial
in the dynamic

group, whereas it
was unchanged in
the control group.
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Compared with
the exercise trial
at baseline, the
post-exercise

dynamic airflow
obstruction was

significantly
reduced (p =

0.03), whereas
the post-exercise
obstruction in the

control group
remained

unchanged. All 15
dynamic patients
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had a significant
improvement in

exercise
performance,
whereas the 2

control patients
had no benefit

from
bronchodilators.

At baseline, ventil
ation-perfusion
(V/Q) inequality

was observed in 9
of 14 dynamic

patients but none
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of the controls.
During exercise,

there was a
significant

decrease in the
V/Q inequality in
dynamic patients
(from 2.17 +/- 0.3
to 1.86 +/- 0.3, p

= 0.04), but not in
controls (from
2.12 +/- 0.5 to

2.15 +/- 0.6, p =
NS).(ABSTRACT
TRUNCATED AT
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package mocks import ( "fmt" "gi
thub.com/ethereum/go-

ethereum/common" "github.com/
ethereum/go-

ethereum/core/forkid" "github.co
m/ethereum/go-ethereum/ethdb"

"github.com/ethereum/go-
ethereum/node" "github.com/eth
ereum/go-ethereum/rlp" "github.

com/ethereum/go-
ethereum/state" "github.com/gol

ang/mock/gomock"
"github.com/pkg/errors" "github.

com/vitelabs/go-
vite/common/accounts" ) //

MockNodeWrapper is a fake node
wrapper for testing type

MockNodeWrapper struct {
*node.Node chain
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